Outstanding Extensive Gardens

CHARACTER STONE PROPERTY

Detached stone five/six bedroom character home, stylishly extended to give flexible accommodation which is currently used as a ground floor bedroom suite, home office, whilst retaining three unique reception rooms, features include inglenook fireplace, mullion stone windows, barrel vaulted cellar. A bespoke, hand crafted solid wood kitchen opens out into a garden breakfast room with vaulted ceilings taking in the magnificent views of these landscaped grounds which are of a standard that means they have been open to the public. With both formal lawns, kitchen garden and water gardens.

For sale with NO CHAIN.
**Nearby market town of UPPINGHAM**

The quaint town of Uppingham and the villages surrounding it are around it are highly sought after. The high street in Uppingham is bustling with a range of boutique designer shops, art galleries, and cafes. Benefiting from an renowned public school; who's original character buildings make up a large part of the picturesque street scene and a highly regarded state school set just on the edge of the town. Its central location provides great access to the A1, A47, local cities and mainline train links.